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Monique Ryan

We are not in a state of emergency.
It is debatable that we ever were.
To compare scenarios just take a look at Florida USA.  No mandates, no forced mask wearing, no forced
experimental injections and their death rate is lower. 
We know this is because more deaths are occurring due to vaccine injuries/reactions than the virus itself.
Stop extending the state of emergency powers to the power hungry Labour Premier Anastasia and all other out
of control premiers in Australia.
Enough is enough.
To exercise body autonomy due to my personal concerns re taking an experimental mRNA injection that has
never been successfully trailed on human beings and the impact this might have on my health I was forced to
work my last shift after 20yrs service at the John Flynn Hospital on 13 Nov 2021.  This has caused untold
anxiety, depression, financial strain, sleepless nights amongst other things.  This is completely unconstitutional
to demand all persons participate in a clinical trial to be able to continue to earn a wage. 
Stop providing these premiers with the power that has enabled them to do this to me and so many others. 
Interestingly she has not been forced to make this decision herself.  No mandates for politicians.
Injecting a new rushed to market product that is in clinical trial until 2023 should not be forced upon anybody.
I hope in time we get to witness these premiers have to be jailed for crimes against humanity.

Stop this madness now.
Do NOT extend any emergency provisions.
We are not in a state of emergency.
The premiers need to get back in their place.
I enjoyed the days when I didn’t know the name of the Premiers.
Give me my life back.
Allow me to earn a living.
I am NOT the virus.
Lets start looking at the science.
Stop enabling MSM to dictate and coerce.
Start allowing medical professionals to debate this issue.
We have all been silenced by APRAH in the last 2yrs.
It is unscientific to not be allow to discuss what we witness as health professionals even if it flies in the face of
the government promoted narrative.

Sincerely
A very disgruntled, ashamed, disappointed Australian resident.
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